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Agenda

• Self-encrypting drives 
– Characteristics
– Market Drivers

• TCG
• Shadow MBR and Self Healing Demo
• Controller SP and Intel’s CPU 

Conversion
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Self-Encrypting Drives

Transforming the way 
you protect your 
business information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For 20 years Wave Systems has been helping organizations around the world protect their business information through the use of both mature and emerging security technologies such as digital rights management, public key infrastructure and biometrics. Founded on the premise that securing the endpoint is essential to securing the network, today Wave is at the forefront of driving data encryption and strong authentication solutions that are changing the way the industry thinks about information security.  The idea that integrated security is better than “add-on” protection is one that we have been evangelizing since our inception.  An idea that has been successfully used to secure networks in other technology arenas. Take the mobile phone industry, for example.  Years ago mobile phone carriers had a major problem with cloned phones — resulting in unauthorized access to their networks. This potentially serious issue was averted when mobile phones began to incorporate SIM cards for authentication; which provided them a means to protect their endpoints and thus secure their networks.Now, thanks to leading computer equipment manufacturers and standards bodies like the Trusted Computing Group, organizations like yours find themselves in the advantages position of having access to PCs that have “built in” security technologies which can secure your information and protect access to your private networks.During the remainder of this presentation, you will learn why encrypting data on mobile computers is essential to your business and why a managed self-encrypting hard drive solution is the best way to protect yourself from a data breach.



Hardware
Integration Self - Encrypting DrivesHardware
Integration

OS FDE & FS EncryptionOS 
Integration

Evolution of Data Protection Solutions
Migration to Hardware

Software FDEApplication
Layer

Faster, Simpler, Lower Cost!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data protection has evolved from software only solutions to ones that will include hardware embedded encryption and authentication as standard features.  Looking back a couple of years ago we saw that virtually all full disk encryption (FDE) solutions were software only.  Over time these solutions built in support for hardware containers such as smart cards and USB tokens, for protected storage of passwords and keys.  More recently, we see FDE solutions being tightly integrated with and delivered as part of a computer’s operating system, which is the case with Microsoft Bitlocker.  Similar to its predecessors, Bitlocker also supports the use of a hardware device, in the form of a trusted platform module or TPM for protected storage of secrets.  Now with the availability of full disk encrypting drives, such as Seagate’s Momentus FDE line and Samsung’s encrypting solid state drives, the evolution of hardware embedded encryption and authentication has come of age.In just a moment we take a closer look at these and other methods for protecting data-at-rest; comparing and contrasting their similarities and differences.



FDE Deployment 
Considerations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When choosing a full disk encryption solution, one must consider the total cost of ownership and not simply the acquisition cost, as hidden costs associated with installation, configuration and maintenance often exceed the purchase price of the product.In evaluating an FDE solution, you should ask: Are disk repair and defrag required steps prior to installation and deployment? How long is it going to take to encrypt the hard drive? Does re-imaging or upgraded to Windows Vista or Win 7 require me to decrypt data and uninstall the FDE solution prior to upgrading? Can an encrypted drive be quickly “wiped clean”, in an environmentally friendly way?Let’s take a closer look at these considerations as we compare software FDE with self-encrypting hard drives. Disk preparation for software FDE is absolutely a requirement.  However since self-encrypting drives ship from the factory with encryption already on, they do not require any disk prep. Once software FDE is installed, a bulk encryption process must occur to secure the drive contents.  However, with self-encrypting drives encryption is always on…and therefore the drive contents are encrypted from the factory Re-imaging a PC or upgrading the OS typically forces the removal and replacement of software FDE products.  However,  with self-encrypting drives OS patches and upgrades can be installed without having to touch the encrypted data and without having to “turn off”  the securityA few years ago, I attended a  SANS event that featured customers who had installed encryption in their organizations.  One of the presenters from the University of Florida Health Science Center was providing some “lessons learned” regarding her laptop encryption project.  She summarized her findings by saying “I wish I knew what a couple of hours meant in “encryption speak.”  She was, of course, referring to the time and overhead required to install and configure a software full disk encryption solution.Since self-encrypting drives and Wave software ship factory-installed from leading PC vendors, businesses can easily add hardware-based full disk encryption and pre-boot authentication out-of-the-box.  Simply set it and forget it!



SED vs. SW FDE
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Data Breach Headlines

• Organization:
Blue Cross 
Blue Shield

• Breach Type: 
Stolen Laptop

• No of Records:
850,000

• Date:
October 6, 2009

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It seems like everyday there is another data breach making news headlines somewhere in the world.  In fact there have been about 350 documented data breaches in the US this year alone. The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse has reported that in the US there has been more than 340 million breached records since they started keeping track in 2005; which to add some perspective is more than the total US population.Only last month, a laptop belonging to a BlueCross BlueShield Association employee was stolen containing  identifying information for every physician in the country contracted with a Blues-affiliated insurance plan. The file included the name, address, tax ID number and NPI (national provider identifier) number for about 850,000 doctors.  Worse yet, as many as 187,000 of those physicians listed used their Social Security numbers as a tax ID or NPI number.  A breach of this magnitude  comes with substantial direct and indirect costs to BlueCross BlueShield – at a minimum, “notifying” these individuals and providing credit monitoring services will cost millions of dollars.As was the case in this Blue Cross Blue Shield data breach, a lost or stolen laptop represents a growing threat to an organizations reputation and credibility and may even expose it to legal liabilities with steep financial penalties.  The Ponemon Institute recently reported that on average 834,000 laptops are lost, stolen, or unattended annually in U.S. and European airports alone.Though data breaches that involve stolen credit card numbers seem to dominate the media’s attention, similar financial information is equally valuable.  IBM recently reported that identity profiles, including information such as name, address, SS# and DOB sell for 50 times more than credit card data, on the black market. And for all the government-affiliated groups out there… this sector accounted for 20% of data breaches and 65% of the total number of compromised records in the first quarter of this year.
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Source: Open Security Foundation DataLoss DB

Stolen or Lost Computers are
The #1 Cause of Data Breaches

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the previous case study revealed, a stolen or lost laptop can pose a significant threat to a business’ health and well being.  This graph published by the Open Security Foundation shows that stolen and lost computers are the number one cause of data breaches in the US this year.  Tallying the percentages on this chart we find that 22% of all reported breaches in 2009 were a direct result of a “missing” computer.  Further, another 4% of breaches can be attributed to missing or improperly disposed of computer hard drives.  That is about 26% of the 350 or so reported breaches this year – or 91 breaches whose financial impact could have been significantly minimized if self-encrypting drives had been used.
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45 States and the District of Columbia
Have Notice of Breach Laws

LEGEND

States with
Breach Laws

States without
Breach Laws

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what if anything are governments doing to stop this alarming trend?In 2003 the state of California put their personal privacy law (CA SB 1386) into effect; which is generally considered by most as the “grandfather” of notice of breach legislation.  The basic premise of 1386 held that  any organization in California who processes personal information (PI) has to disclose a data breach to residents whose unencrypted information was obtained by an unauthorized person . Since then 44 other states and the District of Columbia have enacted very similar notice of breach laws modeled after California’s.  As a result, these laws resemble each other but with subtle differences in definitions, deadlines for notifications, and details. Since data breaches often affect individuals in more than one state, organizations which experience breaches must comply with the varying statutes in effect in every state in which their customers reside.In addition to providing guidelines related to notification, most states’ data breach legislature provides organizations “safe harbor” if the personal information they collect is rendered unusable, unreadable or indecipherable.   Encryption is one recognized and accepted method for rendering personal information useless.  In addition to likely preventing a breach in the first place, encrypted data will exercise the safe harbor clause alleviating the organization from the burden of notification and its associated costs.This year Alaska, South Carolina and Missouri each enacted notice of breach legislation.  Also during 2009, the Department of Health & Human Services ("HHS") and the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") have issued specific health data breach notification requirements ("Health Data Breach Notification Requirements“) as part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (the "Recovery Act“) which affect both HIPAA governed entities and non-HIPPA covered businesses and service providers that handle personal health records (PHR).Also in August of this year the Massachusetts Office of Consumer Affairs and Business Regulation (OCABR) issued an update to 201.CMR.17, the Massachusetts data protection law; extending its deadline for compliance until March 1, 2010.  Unlike the other 44 states that simply require notice of breach, the Massachusetts law mandates encryption of personal identifiable information that is stored on laptop computers. At a minimum, people that are responsible for keeping personal information safe should be well versed in the data breach and personal privacy laws in their respective regions.



HITECH

• Safe Harbor for Data Breach Notification 
Laws

• Amendment to HIPAA Effective Law Feb 
17, 2010

• Requires NIST 800-111 for Data At Rest
– Requires IT Managed Full Disk Encryption 

Solutions
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Feb 17, 2010 : Safe Harbor

• Must Meet NIST SP 800-111

• June 2010 : Now even if a contractor 
loses PII, you are blamed unless he 
meets SP 800-111
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Completing the Data-at-Rest Security 
Puzzle

800-111 Access control, centralized mgmt and reporting 
are required
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A complete data protection solution requires more than just encryption – policy-based access controls, emergency access and compliance reporting are all additional requirements.  Wave’s EMBASSY® software provides these essential capabilities and more.  And while we would like to imagine that one solution fits all, that’s simply not the case.  In addition to supporting the full range of commercially available encrypting hard disk and solid state drives, Wave’s software also supports external self-encrypting USB drives—a great option for backing-up data securely.  For situations were it is not technically or economically feasible to use self-encrypting drives, Wave’s software has been updated to support SafeNet’s award winning ProtectDrive software FDE solution.  Wave offers one management application for all your data-at-rest protection needs. This past April, at the RSA Conference in San Francisco, Wave demonstrated how our EMBASSY software can manage self-encrypting drives from leading manufacturers, including Hitachi, Samsung, Seagate and Toshiba. Today  we are the only ISV in the market that has demonstrated complete cross vendor support.Unlike software FDE products that have been “modified” to support self-encrypting drives, Wave’s EMBASSY software was designed “from the ground up” with only hardware security in mind.  This means that there are no back doors and no security vulnerabilities that might have been introduced in “adapting” the code to support hardware.  As an example, Wave is the only self-encrypting drive ISV that verifies pre-boot user credentials in the “secure partitions” of the drive – thus taking advantage of the advanced security capabilities that the drive has to offer.



Storage Devices are full scale computers 
(CPU(s), RAM, ROM, Flash, and lots of secured 

NV Memory) that are SLAVEs with limited 
commands.

• Only two ATA and SCSI command sets, TCG adds  
security subsystem commands that tunnel through ATA 
and SCSI.
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Peripheral Controller Electronics

Primary Host Interface

Diagnostic Ports

Loadable Firmware Data Sink / Source

Probe Points

Special Hardware Functions
Firmware Functions

Power

Security Subsystem



Spec Organization – VENN 
Diagram
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Core Specification 1.0
How to do X if you want to do X in a 

SSC
SSC OPAL
PC Client

SIIF
ATA and SCSI 

Interactions

SSC Enterprise
Server 
- RAID

SSC = Security Subsystem Class

SSC OPTICAL
CD / DVD / 

BluRay



How do they work

• KEK not MEK
• Opal and Enterprise: Multiple Bands 

(Match FS Partitions)
• Opal: Shadow MBR and Preboot

– Self-Healing MBR & Hypervisor Demo
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PASSCODE

PASSCODEHASH

128 MEGABYTE DRIVE320 GIGABYTE DRIVE

NOSODFSS

PODFDSFS NOSODFSS

HASH(P) P(K)

PODFDSFS

DECRYPTMEDIA KEY DECRYPTED!

PREBOOT TRUSTED EXECUTIONBOOT HYPERVISOR / OS

SED is Secure for Data at Rest

Wave Systems Corp. © 2010

UNLOCKED!



Kleissner Return from Hibernate Attack
• Hiberfil.sys for rapid ‘winresume’ restart of Windows

– Changes everytime – not great for TPM measurement!
– Winresume cannot and does not check programs frozen in 

hiberfil.sys 
– Hack hiberfil.sys and you can load unsigned code into 

Windows in returning from hibernation.

• Write malicious MBR to disk via normal application using raw 
sector access

• Modify hiberfil.sys with MBR record and now the user will 
unknowingly inject malicious unsigned code into Windows (or, 
similarly, any OS/hypervisor) 



Kleissner Return from Hibernate 
Attack

Foiled by measuring MBR in preboot

Problem: Do you stop booting?

Need a Self-Healing Solution to the 
Kleissner Attack



PASSCODE

PASSCODEHASH

128 MEGABYTE DRIVE320 GIGABYTE DRIVE

NOSODFSS

PODFDSFS NOSODFSS

HASH(P) P(K)

PODFDSFS

DECRYPTMEDIA KEY DECRYPTED!

PREBOOT TRUSTED EXECUTIONRESUME HYPERVISOR/OS

Demo: Why SED can Provide MBR Boot Integrity

VALID MBR

UNLOCKED!
VALID MBRMALICIOUS MBR
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Multi-band and HAP 
VM/Domains

SED

Hypervisor Domain 0-1

VM/Domain 2
Protected

VM/Domain 3
Open

TCG Opal is minimum of 4 bands

TPM
Trust Relay

VM/Domain 3
LOCKED



Controller SP

• Recent announcement of post sales 
CPU performance upgrade

• Controller SP – Methods for configuring 
drive personalities under 
cryptographically strong activation / 
deactivation.
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Thanks!

See Technical Article 
Steven Teppler on

Current Compliance Laws
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